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Abstract— For a unicast/multicast session, network coding is
generally implemented via random coding and broadcasting at
intermediate nodes, an especially favorable solution in wireless
networks. The corresponding broadcast traffic can be minimized
by finding the max (s, t)-flow of the network and by sending
packets only along the max flow. All existing algorithms for
this task, e.g. the push-&-relabel algorithm, are based on the
routing paradigm and do not take advantage of the network
coded traffic, which undermines their practicality for network
coding applications.

This work provides the first network-coding-based max (s, t)-
flow algorithm starting from broadcasting the coded packets and
followed by continuously trimming the unnecessary traffic. The
running time is O(|V |2), asymptotically no slower than that of the
existing routing-based, distributed algorithms. Other important
features include: (i) Limited exchange of control packets enables
straightforward distributed implementation. (ii) The source-sink
pair sustains uninterruptedly the optimal max-flow rate through-
out iterations. (iii) All control packets are sent in the opposite
direction of the data packets and can be readily piggybacked
to the acknowledgment packets with minimal overhead. (iv) The
control packet contains only easily computed coding coefficients
and the algorithm imposes no additional requirement on the
intermediate nodes nor on the format of each packet.

I. INTRODUCTION

For a unicast/mulitcast session, it is shown in [1] that linear

network coding is capable of achieving the optimal max-
flow rate. Many practical schemes have since been developed

to realize the promised throughput gain for both wireline

[2] and wireless networks [3]. The main ideas behind all

practical schemes consist of using random network coding for

its distributedness [4] plus tagging the coded content with the

associated coding coefficients. To minimize the network usage

of network coding, the user has to run the distributed max-flow

algorithm, such as the push-&-relabel algorithm [5] and the

references in [6], to decide the max (s, t)-flow, along which the

coded packets will be sent from the source s to the destination

t (see [2]).

Existing max (s, t)-flow algorithms are based on the rout-

ing paradigm, in which the packets (or equivalently the

flows/pre-flows) cannot be mixed with each other. The value

of the flow is then “augmented” monotonically by ingeniously

pushing/pulling the flow/pre-flow in each link while obeying

the given capacity constraints. This direct analogy between

sending/retracting non-coded packets versus pushing/pulling

flows/pre-flows prompts straightforward implementation when

the max-flow algorithm is built around the multi-path routing

traffic. On the other hand, network coding packets are con-

stantly mixed with each other and the corresponding push-

ing/pulling operations are not well defined. Therefore, to find

the max flow, the user generally has to send “virtual flows”

in addition to the network coding traffic, which restricts its

practicality due to the associated overhead and complexity.

An alternative solution is that instead of finding the max

flow beforehand, each intermediate node simply broadcasts
the coded packets under the rough guidance of probability-

based heuristics and routing tables [3]. Nevertheless, once the

broadcast pattern is decided, there is little feedback whether

the traffic along a given edge is really necessary or is carrying

redundant information. A suitable max-flow algorithm is in

great need.

Another benefit of a new max (s, t)-flow algorithm for

network coding is that although multi-path routing can be

made as throughput efficient as network coding in a unicast

session, the routing-based max (s, t)-flow algorithms take an

overly conservative approach. The flow value is gradually

augmented from zero to the optimal value. Therefore (s, t)
pair cannot transmit at the optimal rate before the max
flow is found, which generally takes too long to converge,

usually O(|V |2) where |V | is the number of network nodes.

In contrast, network coding achieves the optimal rate with

minimal delay1 since the network is aggressively loaded by

broadcasting randomly coded packets, which is made possible

since network coding eliminates the need of deciding which

packet to use which edge. The drawback is that now the entire

network is occupied by the network coding traffic and no other

traffic can share the network.2 A network-coding-based max-

flow algorithm enables optimal transmission rate with mini-

mal delay while mitigating its drawback by gradually trim-
ming/cancelling the network-coding flow without interrupting

1The delay before achieving the optimal rate (defined as the number of
independent packets per second) is minimal in the sense that it is the same as
if the max flow is given by an oracle beforehand and the packets are “routed”
along the max flow from the very beginning.

2For network coding, new coded packets are generated whenever there
is transmission opportunity available. No packet is a “must-transmit” since
missing any coded packet incurs no penalty of retransmission. Therefore, the
broadcast coded packets do not need to be queued for a slow link and any
other users can access the same link easily and fairly via time-sharing. The
impact of broadcast in network coding is thus relatively minor when compared
to flooding in the routing paradigm. However, for several users to share the
network efficiently, each source-sink pair still has to find the max flow and
unlock unnecessarily-used resources of the network.
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the forward data traffic. In contrast with the routing-based

approaches of “tentative routing solutions” versus “path aug-

mentation,” the proposed algorithm is based on “full-strength

network coding solutions” versus “traffic cancellation” and

provides the first balancing measure against the broadcast of

coded packets. This coding-cancellation algorithm can thus

unlock precious resources in a wireless network while still

taking advantages of the broadcast nature of wireless media

with the help of network coding.

Other features of the coding-cancellation algorithm include:

(i) The running time is also O(|V |2). (ii) Limited exchange

of control packets enables straightforward distributed imple-

mentation. (iii) All control packets are sent in the opposite

direction of the data packets and can be readily piggybacked

to the acknowledgement packets with minimal overhead. (iv)

The control packet contains only easily computed coding co-

efficients and the algorithm imposes no additional requirement

on the intermediate nodes nor on the format of each packet.

II. SETTINGS & BACKGROUND

A. The Network

For directed cyclic networks with transmission delay, the

time-axis naturally decouples the network into its acyclic

counterpart as illustrated in [1]. Therefore, we consider di-

rected acyclic graphs (DAGs) G = (V, E) where each edge

is assigned a unit capacity and sending one packet along
any edge takes one time unit, say, one second. Links with

high capacity are modelled as parallel edges and links with

long delay are modelled as long paths. We use In(v) and

Out(v) to denote all edges entering/leaving node v. A flow
is a subgraph of F ⊆ G such that each intermediate node v
other than s and t has |InF (v)| = |OutF (v)|. The value of a

flow is |OutF (s)|. A max flow is a flow with the maximum

flow value. Let MFV denote the value of the max (s, t)-
flow. Without loss of generality, we can have the following

assumptions. The vertices are labelled from 1 to |V | and a

directed edge (u, v) ∈ E exists only if u < v. The source

node s = 1 and the destination node t = |V |.

B. Linear Algebra

We briefly review several definitions and one lemma in

linear algebra. Throughout this paper, we use Ω to denote

the n-dimensional vector space in GF(q). Uppercase letters

A,B, C ⊆ Ω correspond to the linear (sub-)spaces while

lowercase letters a, b, c ∈ Ω correspond to individual vectors.

If used in a matrix form, the vectors a, b, c are considered

as row vectors. The inner product of a, b ∈ Ω is defined as

a · b = abT =
∑n

i=1 aibi where all operations are in GF(q)
and bT is the transpose of b. 〈a, b〉 denotes the linear space

spanned by a, b.

The key definition in this work is as follows.

Definition 1: For any subspace B ⊆ Ω and a /∈ B, a|=B

represents any c ∈ Ω such that a · c = 1 and ∀b ∈ B, b · c = 0.

Lemma 1: For all a /∈ B, a|=B always exists (although may

not be unique).

Proof: We use its basis {b1, · · · , bk} to describe the

linear space B and let x = a /∈ B. The definition of a|=B

is equivalent to the following equations that

Y T Δ=
(
aT, bT

1 , · · · , bT
k

)

Y xT = (1, 0, · · · , 0)T . (1)

Since there are n variables in x, k constraints in (1) and matrix

Y is of full row rank, such x always exists (although may not

be unique).

Constructing a|=B from a and B can be efficiently achieved

by solving the linear equation in (1). For readers’ possible

interest, a|=B is closely related to the pseudo-inverse of Y .

III. THE ALGORITHM

We consider the following time-invariant network

coding schemes. Source s sends continuously packets

{Xi,τ}i=1,··· ,|Out(s)| along edges Out(s) to its neighbors

{vi}i=1,··· ,|Out(s)| in the τ -th second.

In the practical network coding scheme [2], the incoming

packets are buffered and packet mixing is allowed among

packets of the same time stamp (also known as “generations”).

See [2] for details. Let n
Δ= |Out(s)|. The coding vector

for each edge, denoted by m(u, v), is a n-dimensional vector

in GF(q). The i-th component corresponds to the coefficient

with respect to Xi,τ . For example, m(s, vi) is a delta vector

δi with all but the i-th component being zero and the i-
th component being one. Each node v /∈ {s, t} selects an

|Out(v)| × |In(v)| coding coefficient matrix Γ(v) = (γi,j)
in GF(q). For each (v, wi) ∈ Out(v), the incoming packets

of the same generation are mixed such that m(v, wi) =∑|In(v)|
j=1 γi,jm(ui, v). The same mixing coefficients Γ(v) will

be used throughout the entire session unless modified by
the coding-cancellation algorithm. Detailed description of the

proposed new max (s, t)-flow algorithm is as follows.

§ THE CODING-CANCELLATION (CC) ALGORITHM

1: Each node v /∈ {s, t} selects randomly a |Out(v)| × |In(v)|
coding coefficient matrix Γ(v) = (γi,j).

2: Every second, generate m(v, wi) =
P|In(v)|

j=1 γi,jm(uj , v).

3: Wait until m(·, ·) along the network are stabilized.
4: Set v ← t = |V |.
5: while v > 1 do
6: if v = t = |V | then
7: Choose Et ⊆ In(t) such that m(·, ·) in Et form a basis of

〈m(uj , t) : (uj , t) ∈ In(t)〉.
8: Remove edges in In(t)\Et.
9: ∀(uj , t) ∈ Et, set

q(uj , t) ← m(uj , t)|=〈m(u,t):(u,t)∈Et\(uj ,t)〉.

10: Set v ← |V | − 1.
11: else
12: Construct an |Out(v)| × |In(v)| matrix (αi,j) with αi,j =

q(v, wi) · m(uj , v).
13: Choose an Ev ⊆ In(v) with |Ev| = |Out(v)| such that the

square matrix (αi,j)i∈Out(v),j∈Ev has full rank.
14: if Ev �= In(v) then
15: Remove edges in In(v)\Ev .
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16: If the Γ(v) of the new graph is not of full rank, replace
Γ(v) by a full rank matrix Γ′.

17: Wait until all new coding vectors m′(·, ·) resulted from
the edge removal and from the new Γ′ are stabilized.

18: Set v ← t = |V |.
19: else
20: ∀(uj , v) ∈ In(v), set

q(uj , v) ←
|Out(v)|X

i=1

γi,jq(v, wi).

21: Set v ← v − 1.
22: end if
23: end if
24: end while
25: return the remaining graph.

The correctness and complexity analysis of the CC algo-

rithm rely on the following theorems.

Theorem 1: The following properties hold for the CC algo-

rithm.

1) Such Ev in Line 13 always exists although the choice

is not unique.

2) The algorithm stops in no longer than 2l|V | seconds

where l is the length of the longest s-t path. Before

the algorithm stops, at most |V ||E| feedback messages

q(y, z) are generated and sent.

3) Throughout the while-loop in Line 5, the dimension of

〈m(y, t) : (y, t) ∈ In(t)〉 remains identical.

4) The remaining graph in Line 25 is a flow.

As proven in [4], with high probability, the random network

coding in Line 1 will have the dimension of 〈m(y, t) : (y, t) ∈
In(t)〉 equal MFV. The Properties 3 and 4 in Theorem 1

then guarantees that a max (s, t)-flow is found. Property 3

ensures further that the optimal transmission rate remains

uninterrupted during the entire session.

We also note that the choices of q(uj , t), Ev , and {γ′
wi,uj

}
in Lines 9, 13, and 16 are not unique. The flexibility of the

proposed algorithm is then stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Suppose the initial random network coding is

a generic linear-code multicast as defined in [1]. For any max

(s, t)-flow, a sequence of choices of q(ui, t), Ev , and Γ′ can

be made such that the output graph is the given max flow.

A. An Illustrative Example

We use Fig. 1 to demonstrate the basic principle behind

the CC algorithm. Fig. 1(a) represents the underlying network

for which the max flow is illustrated by thick arrows and

the corresponding max-flow value is three. Fig. 1(b) shows

a possible network coding solution in GF(2) where packets

are broadcast over the entire network and each 3-dimensional

vector is the corresponding coding coefficients along a given

edge. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b), destination t receives two

identical messages from its right neighbor and one of them

can be safely trimmed as in Line 8 of the CC algorithm.

The real challenge arises when node v wants to trim one

of its two incoming edges (see Fig. 1(c)). As v has no

global information of the graph topology, its two incoming

t

s

(a) A directed acyclic
graph & its max flow.

t

s(1,0,0)
(0,0,1)

(0,1,0)

(1,0,0)

(1,0,1)

(1,0,1)

(1,0,0)

(0,1,1)

(1,1,0)

(1,1,0)

(b) An intrasession net-
work coding solution

t

s

(1,0,1)

(0,1,1)

v
qt→v
=(0,1,0)

(c) Trimming Network
Coding Traffic

Fig. 1. Finding good paths/flows by network coding.

messages (1, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 1) are indistinguishable. To help

v decide which edge to trim, destination t sends a coded

feedback qt→v = (0, 1, 0) which is orthogonal to the other two

messages (1, 0, 0) and (1, 0, 1) received by t. This construction

of orthogonal qt→v is defined in Line 9 of the CC algorithm.

By comparing the inner products of qt→v and the two

messages on the edges of In(v), node v knows that its left

message is orthogonal to qt→v . Therefore, the left incoming

message of v must be a linear combination of the two other

messages received by t, which is thus redundant from the

destination’s perspective. Node v can then safely remove the

left incoming edge, which is indeed a redundant edge as can

be seen as a thin arrow in Fig. 1(a).

In the CC algorithm, Lines 12 and 13 formalize the idea

of comparing the inner products of the forward and feedback

messages for the general scenarios. Line 20 focuses on how

to propagate the feedback messages q(·, ·) along the network

so that the “orthogonality” can be preserved after many hops

of transmissions. Line 16 deals with the exception that the

original coefficient matrix Γ(v) was not chosen properly. The

old Γ(v) is then replaced by a new Γ′ that has full rank.

B. Variant 1: Controlled Broadcast

We first notice that even in the (relatively infrequent) cases

that the initial random network coding achieves only a near-

optimal r < MFV rate, one can still apply the CC algorithm to

prune the unnecessary edges while sustaining the near-optimal

rate r. This is a highly desired feature for practical systems.

For example, with the delay and complexity requirements, a

user is likely to be interested only in (s, t) paths that use fewer

than h hops. He/she can use a controlled broadcast + network

coding that explores only paths of length < h. The optimal rate

MFV may not be attainable under this partial exploration. The

CC algorithm allows the user to still achieve the best possible

rate r and prune the redundant traffic. Varying the h value

thus serves as an additional degree of freedom in network

design. Namely, how widely the (s, t) communication is going

to spread on the network.3 The CC algorithm provides a way to

harness the h-controlled broadcast by pruning the unnecessary

traffic.

3If h is chosen as the minimal distance from s to t, the controlled broadcast
is no different than the routing-based shortest-path discovering.
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C. Variant 2: Distributed Implementation

The CC algorithm can be made distributed in a straight-

forward manner. The feedback messages q(·, ·) can be easily

carried in a network. Deciding which v to perform graph-

trimming (as in Line 15) can be implemented by a token-

based system. A single token ensures that one and only one

v is allowed to stop its incoming traffic,4 a key ingredient for

the correctness of the CC algorithm. Passing the token along

with the data / acknowledgement packets enforces sufficient

waiting time for m(·, ·) and q(·, ·) to stabilize.

An even more decoupled scheme is that each v that is

eligible to graph-trimming (those with Ev � In(v)) just waits

a random number of seconds before trimming the graph. A

carefully designed random waiting time (with proper reset

mechanisms) ensures that in high probability, no two nodes

trim the graph simultaneously and the waiting time for m(·, ·)
and q(·, ·) to stabilize is sufficient. Even when two nodes

perform graph-trimming in too short a time period, the rank of

〈m(u, t) : (u, t) ∈ In(t)〉 decreases only if the pruned edges

happen to be in a minimum cut, a rare event in a random

network [7]. In summary, a very small probability that the

dimension of the received space may decrease slightly is a

welcome compromise for a perfectly distributed algorithm.

D. Comparison to Existing Work & Simulation

The following discussion and simulation assumes that ex-

changing coding vectors or feedback messages along a given

edge takes one second and the matrix operations take a neg-

ligible amount of time. Since the length of any path is upper

bounded by |V |, the complexity in terms of the convergence

time is O (|V |2) based on Theorem 1. In terms of the total

number of feedback messages exchanged in the network, the

complexity is O (|V ||E|).
Remark: Sending the coding vectors in the forward direction

does not incur any communication cost since m(u, v) is

embedded in the forward traffic. Only the feedback message

may have caused additional traffic, which in many cases can

be piggybacked naturally to the acknowledgement packet and

has much smaller impact than the O (|V ||E|) upper bound.

We use the generic push-&-relabel (P&R) algorithm [5]

as benchmark, which also facilitates distributed network im-

plementation. The distributed P&R algorithm converges in

O (|V |2) seconds and is asymptotically not faster than the

proposed CC algorithm. In terms of the amount of network

usage, a generic P&R requires O(|V |2|E|) push operations

plus O(|V ||E|) packets to disseminate the “label” information,

both of which are no less than the O(|V ||E|) feedback

messages in the CC algorithm.

Fig. 2(a) contains the time evolution of the network usage

and the dimension of the received space with respect to t
when the CC algorithm is applied to a randomly generated

sparse 30-node sparse DAG, of which each node is connected

to 5.2 links in average. The capacity of each link is randomly

4Removing edges in the CC algorithm is equivalent to stopping the traffic
in a real network.

chosen from 1 to 10. The max flow value is MFV = 13
and the largest rate of a single-path route is 7. Broadcast +

network coding achieves the MFV rate in 7 seconds while the

max flow converges in 116 seconds. If we run the distributed

P&R5 on the same graph, it requires 18 seconds before a

non-zero transmission rate can be established. The optimal

rate can be reached in 36 seconds,6 but the max flow will

not converge until the 487-th second. The push/pull approach

of the P&R algorithm results in the oscillating nature of the

network usage, as seen in Fig. 2(b). Not only do we have a

30% network usage oscillation throughout iterations, the P&R

algorithm continuously redirects the traffic along different
edges as an effort to find the max flow of the network. In order

to implement this traffic redirection, each node has to keep

establishing and releasing connections between its neighbors,

which imposes significant control overhead for the network.

For comparison, the traffic trimmed by the CC algorithm will

never be added back to the network. Both the CC and P&R

algorithms output max flows that use roughly 1/4 of the total

314 edges.

As can be seen in the evolution of network usage in

Fig. 2(a), there is an initial spike of network usage due to

the aggressive broadcast in the beginning stage. One can use

controlled broadcast to mitigate this initial network usage

spike. The tradeoff is that the CC algorithm may not be able to
identify the optimal max flow due to the more self-restrained
initial broadcast. However, as discussed previously, the CC

algorithm can still identify the best rate under this suboptimal

scenario.

IV. A CENTRAL LEMMA FOR THE CC ALGORITHM

Due to the limit of space, we provide a central lemma that

demonstrates the special relationship between the forward and

feedback messages. This lemma will be used extensively when

proving Theorems 1 and 2.

Define R
Δ= 〈m(x, t) : (x, t) ∈ In(t)〉, κ

Δ= dim(R), and

without loss of generality, we assume |In(t)| = κ as also

suggested/enforced in Line 8. Let
{�

v
}

denote the vertices

reachable from v including v itself. A non-empty vertex set

Z ⊆ V is defined as a separating vertex set if ∀z ∈ Z,
{�

z
}
⊆

Z. Define the edge collection CZ for a separating Z:

CZ
Δ= {(yi, zi) ∈ E : yi /∈ Z, zi ∈ Z}.

We first note that Line 20 is always executable even when

Ev � In(v). We can then prove the following central lemma.

Lemma 2: Consider a modified version of the CC algorithm

in which no graph-trimming will be performed. The modified

CC algorithm only generates coded feedback q(·, ·) messages

and propagates them based on Lines 20 and 21 without

5Greedy non-interfering scheduling is assumed, i.e. two neighboring nodes
cannot perform the push/relabel operations simultaneously.

6Unlike the CC algorithm, it is still an open problem how to integrate
the P&R algorithm with the forward data traffic so that data transmission is
possible at rates equal to the tentative flow values before convergence.
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Fig. 2. The time evolution of the network usage & the dimension of the
received space of the CC algorithm in a 30-node random graph.

performing any graph trimming. For any separating vertex set

Z with |CZ | = κ, the following equation must hold:
⎡
⎢⎣

m(y1, z1)
...

m(yκ, zκ)

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

q(y1, z1)
...

q(yκ, zκ)

⎤
⎥⎦

T

= Iκ,

where Iκ is an identity matrix in GF(q) with dimension κ,

assuming all m(·, ·) and q(·, ·) in the network are stabilized.

This lemma shows that the orthogonality between m(·, ·)
and q(·, ·) can be preserved by the propagation rules of q(·, ·)
in Lines 20 and 21. This orthogonality serves an important

role when deciding the redundant messages by comparing the

products of the m(·, ·) and q(·, ·).
Proof: By the algebraic framework of network coding in

[8], we have⎡
⎢⎣

m(x1, t)
...

m(xκ, t)

⎤
⎥⎦ = A

⎡
⎢⎣

m(y1, z1)
...

m(yκ, zκ)

⎤
⎥⎦ , (2)

where A is a κ× κ transfer matrix from the cut CZ to In(t).
Since the messages in In(t) are independent, the matrix A
must be invertible.

Line 20 ensures that the same mixing coefficients Γ(v) that

are used to construct m(·, ·) are also used to construct the

feedback messages q(·, ·) with the input/output roles swapped.

Therefore ⎡
⎢⎣

q(y1, z1)
...

q(yκ, zκ)

⎤
⎥⎦ = AT

⎡
⎢⎣

q(x1, t)
...

q(xκ, t)

⎤
⎥⎦ . (3)

The construction of the feedback messages

q(x1, t), · · · , q(xκ, t) in Line 9 ensures that
⎡
⎢⎣

m(x1, t)
...

m(xκ, t)

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

q(x1, t)
...

q(xκ, t)

⎤
⎥⎦

T

= Iκ. (4)

Jointly, (2–4) and the invertibility of A prove this lemma.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A new coding-cancellation max (s, t)-flow algorithm is

provided for directed acyclic networks, which trims the net-

work coding traffic by network coding. The algorithm is

asymptotically no slower than the existing algorithms, admits

straightforward distributed network implementations, imposes

no additional requirement on intermediate nodes, and sustains

the optimal transmission rate even before the algorithm con-

verges. Two major future directions are discussed as follows.

1) [9] shows that the min-cut values for several {(s, ti)}
can be found simultaneously without running the max-

flow algorithm for each ti separately. Similarly, we

have generalized the CC algorithm for when multiple

destinations are considered. The detailed work will be

presented in a companying paper.

2) The coding-cancellation scheme provides a counter-

measure to harness the power of broadcast. We are

interested in the dynamics between this pair of opposite

mechanisms. Based on the concept of broadcast versus

coded feedback, a new rate-control/scheduling frame-

work will be developed for wireless networks in the

setting of multiple unicast sessions and non-stationary,

time-varying networks.
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